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Dear Reader,

I intended to release this zine in April, but making my way through over 350 heartfelt
submissions slowed me.

The truth is that now, as we witness and resist the grief-fueled, grief-fueling
genocide unfolding in Gaza, I feel as though I am out of words with which to tie this
almost 100-page assemblage of poems, art, and reflections on grief, together.

But then I remember that this is what grief does - unravelling, slowing, leaving us
without words, but still bursting with longing and song. 

So let this zine not be tied together. Let it be incoherent and unravelling, unfinished,
swollen, bursting at the seams. And let it be a way of sensing ourselves in this
unravelling together, still woven to one another.

May our grief, personal and collective, bring us back to one another. 

With love,
Mara June
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Grief as Shapeshifting

When I first started being curious about grief as a process of shapeshifting, or grief as an
organic, creative process, I didn’t (and quite honestly still don’t) know exactly what I meant
by that. It was a question, or rather a series of questions, that compulsively tumbled out, as
if on their own accord:

What if coming undone is an organic process? What if we are supposed to molt? What if, like

fall, the way grief destabilizes & decomposes us is also a creative process? What are we

feeding and nourishing, as we allow ourselves to soften? What if we embraced shapeshifting

as an undeniable part of living and dying? What if shapeshifting is a holy thing?

And a series of ‘what-if ’questions at that, not seeking definitive answers, but presenting an
opening. And that is what it felt like to me to consider these questions in the throws of my
own grief: an opening. 

An opening in that it felt like a surrender to grief’s (and life’s) capacity to endlessly resist
definition and standardization and clear answers, a recognition of grief’s queerness. 

An opening as an invitation to welcome my own experiences and the experiences of others
without it being about “doing our grief work,” which to me often implies a “correct” way to
grieve. 

An opening in that I could acknowledge how grief might also be recreating me, us - how
grieving might be a creative process of birthing new ways of being and relating, from within
ruins, without certainty, without any promise of arrival.

Mara June
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“What ‘disintegrates’ in periods of rapid
transformation is not the self, but its defenses
and ideas. We are not objects that can break...

We do not need to protect ourselves from
change, for our very nature is change.”

Joanna Macy
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May our grief always find a door that says, "welcome."

May there be room at the table, a seat to sink into. 

May there be nourishment offered and may we be open to
receive — words, food, drink, rest, the energy of pure being.

May our grief find its notes in the song, its rhythm in the
dance.

May its story be given ink, smoke, flowers, stone — whatever
lets it breathe.

May there be a flame to release what no longer serves it,
and a spark to invite what does.

May we wrap our grief in gentleness and compassion, gather
it in the aroma of love, seeds of healing, salve that comes

from the earth.

May our ancestors speak their blessings in moonlight on our
skin, laughter in our ears, the tears that finally flow.

May every warm voice be a messenger to what's been exiled,
shamed, shunned, calling us back to fullness, wholeness, our

beating human hearts.

May our grief be honored here, even as joy spins around us
and beauty scatters its light.

May our grief be safe and held in community, eyes that see
us, arms that drape us in belonging, promise together we'll

tend this ache. 

A spell for sitting with grief

Naila Francis
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Breaking open,
going to seed

“Do not pray exclusively to the ancestors of the
land, make room also for the spirits of the fault line,
the new gods that scream through the cracks with

the first musical notes of worlds to come.”

Bayo Akomolafe
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Άννα Αντωνιάδη
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Losing as a Sacred Identity

I've spent a lot of my life wondering if I was a Loser. Becoming more acquainted with
death has helped me realize for sure that I am, and to claim that identity as sacred.
You can too if you want and here's how: 

We can define a Loser as a practitioner of loss, and since the last thing any of us ever
do is lose- everything, I believe it behooves us to cherish every opportunity we get
to practice losing. That means all of our heartbreak and grief, as well as every
shortcoming, every missed accomplishment, every time we don't get what we want,
every time getting what we want doesn't go how we wanted, every failure to assert
ourselves as right or triumphant or more-significant-than. 

Anemone, Mara June

Being primarily oriented to
triumph and success can
make you a douchebag, but it
will also betray you, because
not one of us comes out on
top. If we instead orient
towards losing, and learn to
grieve every large and small
loss we experience, we can
let each of those moments
soften us into connection
with the boundless fields of
vitality and death below and
around us, and I think that's a
good way to move in the
world… 

The void is soft.

Ben Gordon
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Ashley Blanton



I let my sorrows run wild

I let my sorrows run wild
Curious, adventuring,
Like a dog in an open field
Darting to the tip of my eyesight,
The horizon beckons, until weary,
Plotting home, Sorrow walks through the door
And sits comfortably in my lap

Together, we rest,
Until tomorrow breaks free again

Liz Bajjalieh
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Amanda Dameron
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Hebrew verb “l’hashlikh”  – literally
to “cast away.” We transfer our
“chet” or “missteps” to stones and
cast them into flowing water. It is
traditionally done on Rosh
Hashanah, the Jewish New Year,
but can be performed on any day
between Rosh Hashanah and Yom
Kippur, the day of Atonement. 

This is a specific type of grief. We
are grieving the person we didn’t
live up to be in the past year. We
are grieving the ways we let
others, and ourselves, down. We
are grieving our imperfect past
selves, and we vow to cast this
away to show up better in the
world next year.

The following spell is inspired by
this ancient ritual, and can be used
for any type of mourning period.
Take a moment and ask yourself
what element your grief feels like.
How does it show up in your body?
Is it burning? Does it physically
weigh on your heart? Is it
overflowing like a river? Is it
trapped in your throat?

Tashlikh at the LA River, 2023

Grief as Ecology Spell:
Reimagining the Ancient Jewish Practice of Tashlikh

This year’s High Holy Days had me thinking about the ways Jews shapeshift our grief
into flowing water through the ancient ritual of Tashlikh. “T ashlikh ”  comes from the 

Kaitlyn Pietras @thejewitchdoula
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Once you’ve found the element that most closely corresponds to your
grief, do the following: 

Earth
For grief that feels like it is physically weighing on your body, try laying on the
earth and imagine Mother Nature is taking your grief deep down into the soil and
composting it. Relax as much as you can and allow the grief to be gently pulled
out of your body.

Air
For grief that needs a voice, try singing or speaking your grief aloud. If that feels
uncomfortable, try humming. You could also try placing a singing bowl or another
instrument on your body and play, feeling the grief vibrate off your body and
dispersing into the air.

Fire
For grief that feels too hot to hold onto, write a letter to or about your grief. Don’t
think too hard about it- just write. Maybe try automatic writing and see what
comes up. When you are finished with your letter, burn it. Breathe into the fire to
propel the flame. Dispose of the ashes however you see fit.

Water
For grief that feels like it is spilling out of you, try taking something from nature
(pieces of a native plant, some twigs, pebbles you gather nearby) and visit a
moving body of water, like a river. Let the sounds of the water flowing pull the
grief out of you. Meditate on what you need to let go and cast your natural
objects into the water, watching them float away.
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The Tearing

Here’s what no one tells you:
Your baby will come out, yes; and wailing to the stars if you’re lucky
They will be wet, shocked, brand new
(So will you)

You imagine this as an addition; another little person in your most sacred
orbit–and you aren’t wrong…but you’ve missed the other thing.
The part where you have laid a certain version of yourself to rest, often
without even realizing. 
The thing about birth that none of us want to talk about, that none of us
want to know, is its razor’s edge with death. It spares no one. Even those of
us who are lucky enough to hold our babies, to bring them home whole, and
feed them plump as we sing old songs with our eyes half-closed–not even
us. It is the initiation of birthing that makes us mothers, and it is the grief of
this that makes us know it.

This grief; this blind, keening search for the lost parts of ourselves–like La
Loba piecing together her precious wolf bones–is the only magic. The
ferocious alchemy of sorrow. Of love. Excruciating and illuminating and
utterly unresolvable. It is where we are all born.

I stand over my baby’s crib, reading my own epitaph in her eyelids–and not
because motherhood is death, but because it requires us to be reborn. (And
so it must be.) 

Amelia Kriss
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Hermit Crab, Alyssa Clarida 
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Yesterday, Hunter Franks
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grow big enough to bear it 
somewhere the sea swells hungry
i have hungered for me too 

Kristin Lueke

absence makes the heart

a lost and forgotten day, Edward Supranowicz
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Let us make sanctuary
In the strange

Let us savor
The drips of honey

The chamomile scattered
At the shorelines of our longing

As we surrender to breaking
And singing

Hollowed out, bursting

Let us hold
The hand of Persephone

Let us meet 
Our fear with gifts

As we make our descent
Remembering the pomegranate seeds 

have always been in our bellies
And we are galaxies of seeds and juice

Scattered and sown

Let us love
Within the folds of rupture

Let us remember 
That safety

At life’s expense
Is not nourishment

That coming undone
Need not be comfortable

To be what is needed

A spell for Adorning our edges

Mara June
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becoming libations

“To the world who only wants me to
harden… I will only become softer. In the

face of callousness, I rebel with care. To the
world who wants me to become harsh,

jaded, or reactive, I am hospicing your dying
world and co-creating softer worlds. I will let

this enchanting world tenderize me.”

Pinar Sinopoulos-LLoyd
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What am I, A. Harper
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Ashe L.
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Antigone
30 April, 2023

I’m washing your hair,
cut gently from you
after rougher hands
cut you open
and left you exposed
to the elements.

My hands that day
never touched your body,
never bathed your wounds,
never combed your hair;
but I am touching you now,
bathing and combing
your lock of hair
that still crunched
from that roughness
when I slowly
unwrapped it.

And now your hair is soft,
combed in my own lap;
I took the crusted elastic
and exchanged it
for red and white string.

When did your hair become
the exact same color as mine?
I could braid it into my own
and no one would be able to tell.
Only I can see
that you still have
better curls,
and that I have more
fresh silvers.

My hands close
the parenthesis
that ripped open
when they killed you,
as I squeeze the water
out of your hair
and shroud it in linen
and peony petals.

Now I am
the last person
to touch you
on this earth.

Stephanie Willis, 2023
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Grief, Judea Costes



Many Acts of Generosity, Dani Austin
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Altars are everywhere

In my experience, altars are everywhere.

According to Wikipedia an altar is "a table or platform for the presentation of religious offerings, for sacrifices,
or for other ritualistic purposes. Altars are found at shrines, temples, churches, and other places of worship."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altar

Regardless of belief, dogma or religion, it's important to validate and promote the importance of this holy act.
Altars are everywhere. 

In the wild, the natural proclivity to pick up a rock on a beach or a stick in the forest and how we hold it. We
touch it. We feel it. Sometimes we treasure it.

On our body, the way in which we choose to care for, adorn and express ourselves. The way clothes feel, the
way we feel being perceived. 

In our home, we honour our things and the places we put our treasures matter. We perform our daily tasks
(rituals). We move in and around our space- our space holds us. We rest.

In relationship, we invest work and energy into other, we act upon love, we communicate care. We grow within
and without.

Our work, we create, perform, collaborate and labour. We share and show up to get the task done.

In community, we take care of each other. We share, collect, invest, connect and grow collectively. 

My invitation to you is to find the places that need a sweep out or dusting, a little attention and refresh. A
neglected place. This is about the small seemingly insignificant places. The places that we take for granted or
overlook. 

Life is an art. The ways we create and pour intent feel powerful. Try to observe the spaces where altars are or
could be created by you and yours. 

Morning routine space. Leaving and returning home. Cooking and eating. Resting. Playing. Laughing.

Grieving and healing in this collapsing capitalist system, care and grace are so precious.

Altars are a marking place to pause, chew, swallow, digest, exhale, drop in, revisit, take a moment, to care. Say
thank you. Signal hope. Honour and respect.

Recognition, a ritual, a communion along this path of living & dying. 
  
Altars symbolise a gathering space for the heart. a gathering space for community. a gathering space for grief. 

An intimate conversation between you and the clouds.

Create art. Make altars into an artform. Create and build and grow things. Practice magic. Care for the
community. Hold on. 

Tanis Laird
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For You, Little One, Stacy Roberts
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Let me be like the heather

Let me be like the heather
 there is a wildness in this place
no time for games
of pretence or appearances
like the wild heather
that dares to grow on the Atlantic coast
we that grieve also stand:
salt pouring down our faces
staring into unmarked territories
 
let me be like the heather
lifting my face to the passing sun and
let me be like the heather
daring, despite my clenched heart and the raging storm:
to bloom
for both of us
to bloom
even though you are gone

Rosie Watson
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Inundated, Ashley Blanton
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May the gravity of our grief bring us
back to each other, ourselves, our

bodies, the plants, the land, the water,
the animals, our ancestors, and future

generations. 

May the welling in our chests remind
us of how expansive our capacity is to
hold and be held, of the deep well of

love and nourishment in which there is
enough for everyone, for every child. 

May our breaking break patterns that
need breaking, and break us open to

even deeper capacity for making
beauty, love, and magic where it seems

impossible, for making honey at the
places of rupture inside and between

us. 

May our grief make us into delicious
libations for worlds in which we all

belong.

A spell for Becoming libations

Mara June
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Becoming compost
and multitudes

“What would it mean to claim fertility
inside of decay, instead of always feeling

like you're a failure every day...? when
your nervous system is still glitchy, when
you still have triggers, how can you stop
problematizing that and overburdening

your already burdened system, and begin
to think of yourself as soil?” 

Sophie Strand
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A walk in the woods is a tour of decay 

The fungal body of sweat and spores
mycelium threaded arteries squeeze
an early decay that telegraphs
tight the bud drop the leave harden
lick the bark the flames cauterize
a sap-filled wound is not pus.
hungry earth is eating dying,
slurped the secretions that
honeysweet disguise poison.

A walk in the woods is a tour of decay.
Trees sweat, crowns tremble delirium
the roar the wind the roar the bend
snap the foot on a death tree branch.
Fungal food: we disintegrate.

Ena Lee
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Rachel Zetah Becker
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Don't I know you, Nik Wolf
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Sista Luna
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Good grief I see you coming

i will not rush out to meet you 

you've walked three years 
through a ruined house to find me
holding onto sweetness going
trying to leave me 
breathless

i've seen your face before
i will not rush out to greet you

oh but your coat is thin and threadbare
& here i've made us loving
us singing softly
for god's sake i baked bread
i braided my hair

i poured the candles 
that brought you here 
come in

i’ll light the fire.

Kristin Lueke
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grief wave  

Sometimes I forget when a grief wave arrives
That my gratitude for all the joyful, beautiful people, place and things in my life
Isn’t going to be sucked away by my grief
They can coexist together
Sometimes I remember this weight of loss
Was once and still is in a way
A boundless love
I wish I could hold your hand again
And hear you giggle
I wish you were here to be alive in this broken world with me
Finding our way together
Celebrating
Grieving
Falling in love
Learning unlearning
Embracing
I move through the world differently since I lost you
I feel more deeply
Love more fully
Grieve out loud
What magical things would we have discovered together?
What initiations would we have walked through together?
I miss you and the pain of this longing visits less frequently
But when they do, I greet them with such tenderness
To feel this grief is to feel a connection to your love and my love for you
I ride the wave and do my best to stay afloat
To feel and to allow
And to remember what a gift it is to be human and feeling and longing and grieving and celebrating and connecting
and loving and and and
To be alive.
While you are dead
I keep your heart in my heart
I will not let your memory die
Your breath of love lives in and through me
I’m forever broken open to more
And I wish you were here to experience it with me
Words failing to express
This swirl of love loss expand connect grieve

Anna Schneider-Bryan
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Meghan Schardt
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#79 Vespertine 

When gradients of lilac dance on the horizon
And dead winter branches crack the sky’s glass perfection

I am left to wonder
If the world gains more
From stiff, stoic purity
Or the gift of ever flowing,
Every changing chaos

Liz Bajjalieh
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Becca Ainley
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I AM NOT EVERY WOMAN
I am fucking exhausted 
Just like my Nana who was fighting for her mortality with
stage 4 lung cancer 

I AM NOT EVERY WOMAN
I am fucking exhausted 
Just like my Grandma who grew tired of surgery after surgery 

I AM NOT EVERY WOMAN 
I am fucking exhausted 
Just like my Mama who worries everyday to the pay fucking
bills 

I AM NOT EVERY WOMAN 
I am fucking exhausted 
Just like my great aunt who buried one son and watched the
other wither away with substances 

I AM NOT EVERY WOMAN
I am fucking exhausted 
I don't identify as no woman 

But I know every woman in me is TIRED
I AM NOT EVERY WOMAN

alkebuluan Merriweather
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Achilles Tries Transformative Justice After the Police Kill
Patroclus

I stood on the trench and bellowed,
with a coronet of flame around my head:
a miracle of rage.

You could not even look at me,
burning with celestial fire,
with a righteousness so hot
your boot-soles melted.

There’s nothing you can give me
that I want: nothing
you can give me that you haven’t
already taken and disfigured
with your violence, that you haven’t
irreversibly
shape-shifted.

You cannot take the Living
and replace them with a Shade.
You cannot stop a heart
and then repair it with a dollar.

And I cannot grind yarrow
with a mortar to staunch wounds,
then turn the mortar over in my hand
to club the ones who murdered
my beloved.

This is the miracle of rage:
a crown of writhing flames,
and hands that soothe the bleeding of the dead.

Stephanie Willis, 2023
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Decay, Sista Luna
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May our Longing give us the strength 
of lovers in a field, 

of a smoking hot compost pile,
of bees humming in the open mouths of flowers,

 of galaxies colliding and changing shape. 

May we take the risk of loving,
of delighting in our strangeness 

and in our “bad” art 
and our many, always changing, shapes.

 May we take the risk of being misunderstood
May we remember that creative expression is the

birthright of every being on this planet. 

may we collapse 
into the risky and disruptive gravity 

of those who invite us 
back into aliveness again 

and again. 

may we join this hot and fiery, 
glittering, galactic mess of life and death, tears

and sweat. 

A spell for becoming 
a smoking hot compost pile

Mara June
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Remembering ourselves as
magicians

“Her death cracked me open to something I still can’t explain
with words. It has made the world far less flat, made being alive
far more incredible. I now feel enchanted by life in a way I never
could have imagined before she died. The world felt terrible but
also full of some kind of magic that made her presence visible in

everything. I started to believe in multiple dimensions.”

Chelsea Granger
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An Altogether Sacred Remedy (Brujería), Winsor Kinkade
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Rysse Guzman
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I summon courage by remembering nothing
lasts. Our lives are impossibly short. 

Courage is the only way. I am protected by the
divine magic of the universe. The stardust of
the cosmos covers the stardust of me. 

I amplify the magic of others by recognizing
the divinity of their being. 

I protect what nourishes me by offering love
and gratitude for the experience of being
nourished. 

This season I breath in the harvest. 

I breathe out the bindings of my past. 

I release ideas of time that it is scarce, that
there is not enough. 

I sink into ideas of time that it is fleeting and
also eternal.

Abby Goelzer
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When I got carried away

When I got carried away by uncountable hours of weeping, I went and sat beneath the
weeping willow, and she cradled me with the lullaby of her rustling branches.

When I was drowning in the vast ocean of my own tears, I went to the river and fell into the
song of its murmur.

When I was broken open by pain, I bowed to the dry ground where it had been cracked open,
too. I placed my hands on the cracks until I shivered under the heartbeat that echoed forth
from the center of the world. 

When I could barely stand under the weight of my mourning, I seeked out the old oak tree that
stood crooked, shaped by a thousand storms, and found resilience within twisted branches. 

When I feared to wilt and rot inside of my sorrow, I wandered through the autumn woods,
caught leaf after leaf as they fell, and inhaled their sighs of relief. 

When my skin had unlearned how to sense, I crawled out of my cave and stood in the wind,
and it caressed my skin back to life. 

When I heard no whispers of guidance from the ones before me, I sat by the fern, and touched
eons of lifetimes through unfurling leaves. 

When I had shed my old skin, but not yet inhabited what I would be, I searched through
bushes and grass, until a snake slid out and tought me the art of becoming with ancient reptile
eyes. 

When darkness was all that existed, I went and melted into the night sky, and became an
orchestra of twinkling stars. 

When I didn't remember the meaning of hope, I woke early and made love to the colours of
dawn. 

When I had forgotten how to bloom, I went and watched the seasons pass over the garden,
and witnessed it sprout, bloom, decay and dream. 
Sprout, bloom, decay and dream. 
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I went and asked the land
"What will become of my grief? Where will it lead me? When will it go?" 

The medicine was not in the answer. 
The medicine was me, asking.

The medicine was that I belonged to the land. 

To the weeping willow and the rivers, to the snake, the oak tree and the fern.
To the garden, the forest, the wilting leaves. 
To the ground. 
To the winds. 
I belonged to the night and the morning, to the shifting seasons and the turning wheel.

They, too, had grieved, and mourned, and wilted, and lost all hope and died. 
And yet, they hadn't vanished.

They were here.
Some marked by their grief, 
Wounded and healed, 
Some wrapped in new bodies, 
That suited them more,
Some still inbetween. 

They were here, 
All breathing the same, sacred breath. 
All woven together by tender, unseen hands. 

I believe that is not because they were unshakeable, or untouchable.

But because they were shaken and touched a thousand times.

Janina de la Selva
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Ghost Laughter, Dani Austin
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Real Names and Rosaries

Real Names and Rosaries
The prayer thrown out
To the night is caught by a flash
Of black feathers. She laughs
Like oblivion, laughs like no other thing I could know as I ask

Déithe agus andéithe,
Earth sea and sky
Hear my cry! Dear gods, I am coming again
To wear all the faces I could not wear in the daylight
But now it is night and all that is right is to cry

Na Mórrigna!

Tugaim gach rud duit,
Gach lá.

Alex-Caleb
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Deer One, René Treece - Roberts



Sarah Sellman
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Briseida Pagador
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The Art of the Bright Side, Dani Austin
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If through death, Annie McCormick
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 Erin Jamieson
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Incantation

My love,
I will hold you
with fierce gentleness.
No thought,
No word,
No deed
will bring you harm.

You are washed
in fire,
crowned in juniper
clipped and curved
by my own hands.

You are washed
in earth,
circled by yarrow
collected and composed
by my own hands.

You are washed
in water,
coiled with peony,
cleansed and cradled
by my own hands.

But how to wash you
with the air, my love?
A hedge of words
I’ll keen and crow
with my own mouth.

I will hold you
with a soft lap
and bared teeth.
No thought,
No word,
No deed
will bring you harm.

The poppy of myself
will root your feet
into the soil,
and lift your
shining face up
towards the sun.

Stephanie Willis, 2023
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Poppy Love, Nicole Anderson
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May grief make us into magicians.
Pull us into metamorphosis.

Reveal our multidimensional + entangled nature.

May our bodies remember grieving like snakes molting.

May grief digest the illusion of isolated selves & linear time.

May grief pull us down onto the earth, 
collapse us into the soil. 

Lift our faces to the stars and the mystery of our breath. 
Push us into intuitive ritual, Metamorphosis,

and an expanded sense of self.
roll stories, spells, and poems off our tongues.

may we remember that grief is not a passive surrender
but a breaking and bursting into song,

a celebration of voices that risk 
cracking and singing off key.

May grief slow and still us
enough that we may be moved

by our listening & longing,
Into such a song,

that we may be cracked 
and made into new shapes.

A spell for shapeshifting

Mara June
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Becoming time 
travelers 

+ Realm straddlers
“I feel that grief is basically another ontological
form of time…you are living in another form of
time…it is a more fluid, cyclical form of time,

where you disconnect from this other modern
capitalist notion of time, & it is a time for

slowing down… It is a politics of refusal to an
imposed time that doesn't allow us time to

feel….”

Yoalli Rodriguez
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Death PORTALS Savannah C. Green
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Looking back, Looking forward, Nik Wolf
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Size 

the world is especially beautiful 

with you in it, 

and even so 

I can’t help wanting to pull you down 

from out of everywhere, 

to walk together 

and listen to the sounds our bodies make
 
brushing up against the tall grass 

winding our way to the head. 

somehow I used to think 

you left a hole in the world 

somehow I mistook my own 

small body for a planet.

Cary Luna
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Mara June
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Mara June



May our longing 
stretch us across continents and realms

Not like a canvas 
but something that sings

a migration
the rain
a story

a plucked string

Let us linger here
In the moments

when we are made unsteady with song,
let us listen for who sings with us

and who sings us

Let us linger here
in the places

where we are caught in our falling 
Like drops of rain suspended on a spiderweb

Not knowing yet what it’s like to be tasted by soil 
Knowing only the feeling of being

Pulled and held
Let us learn the art of dwelling

here 
and there, and

not there yet and

Let us swell
Make us holy 

With the gravity of each other
Without the promise of arrival

As the ocean and moon breathe restraint and desire
With each orbit and tide

Stretched and full

May we be remade each day
less linear and more cyclical

less rigid and more fluid
as lovers as movers 

between realms
of space and time

A spell for being stretched

mara june & ariane custodio
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the ache and the amen

I seem to live my days in a space
that straddles worry and joy.
Drenched and drowning
in the feral white-water of anxiety
only to, moments later
be filling my lungs with
the rarefied air of relief
on the riverbanks of hallelujah.
Crawling through tunnels to nowhere
collapsing under the weight
of my own helplessness,
only to find a bifurcation
gently herding me towards the light.
To be alive is to balance precariously
on the fault lines of juxtaposition.
Traversing the paper thin distance
between our despondency
and our hopefulness.
To be alive is to inhabit
the space between
the ache and the amen.
And to keep going.

Mary Lynn Futurs
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A Grace Song

The bedroom air sits heavily
Stillness composed in parts
And the body knows to sleep
When the quiet overburdens

My voice splinters woeful
A grace song subdued
What stays turns brittle
And seldom will speak

And the bedsheets unkempt
Thin from this turning body
Waver in the troubled evening
A faint surrender and defeat

From the windowsill ignored
A slighted evening sunbeam
Whispers of a yellow warbler
A grace song in mourning

Alexander Gonzalez
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just like the river we parted, Kaelan Tranter



You without you

I keep finding your hair
On my clothing
In my son's legos
On the back of my neck
On my black wool socks

You without you

How many hairs on a human head
does a person lose in one day?
Multiply that by the number of days
I spent walking
Through the same rooms you
inhabited

My black wool socks picking up dust,
crumbs, hair
Like a magnet as I walked
From one room to another
With the purpose of being in love

Anonymous
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Some Crows Play with the Edges of the Earth, Dani Austin
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Unripe

From the lovely spread at the reception
(pinkish flaps of deli meat, white and
waxy cheeses)
I try, 
for the first time,
a pickled green tomato.
In my mouth 
it gushes salty tears, 
weeping for its unripened life.

It is the coldest winter
that Florida has seen
in decades.
The orange trees are blighted:
tired branches covered in cankers,
amber spots dotting the leaves.

Inside, the icy white tiles
of my grandmother’s house
reflect sterility
and high-heeled echoes
that clatter through this bloated
silence,
disturbing nothing.
We are above the fuzzy sounds,
floating in our noisy minds.

We took him here 
to be with Nana,
six deep in the sandy ground.
My father said he liked her best.

Inside this tomato,
this cold, dead tomato,
there is new life—
microscopic life, 
making new what has died, been
embalmed
in acids and flavors, 
(fermenting in a chrysalis of salt and
glass)
(cells changing shape in a petri dish)
sitting idle for weeks, it leaks some
newness
on my chin, and somewhere within
I feel him blowing through my mind,
a whisperous gust unsettles my guts: 
“I’m sorry
I didn’t try harder.” 
You never knew 
what it meant to bloom—
we’d just made amends,
and then it ends,
and I am eating this tomato
in your honor,
because, like you,
it is becoming new again.

Stefani Benrubi
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Metamorphosis, Megan Posnikoff
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swimming

Every summer, my mom was the one who would take us
to the beach. Not as much as you would think, for living
just 15 minutes away. Not as much as I wanted, nor for
as long as I hoped. Still, I would stay in the water long
enough for our lips to turn blue, as I alternated going
over, diving under, and being barreled over by the
waves. 

One summer, my dad took us to an island off the coast
of South Carolina for a family vacation. He was dying, so
he got in the water with us. The waves were calm
compared to the New Jersey waves I was used to–the
relative flat, still rippling water stretching towards the
horizon. As my dad’s head bobbed up from the vast
blue, the sun and water glistened on his newly,
alarmingly, thin, white hair, and he wiped the salt water
from his wrinkled face. It felt like I was seeing my father
for the first time, as it often would, each time I sensed it
was the last time I’d see him doing something.

Mara June
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Your Spring

I wanted to be there
for your spring.
I wanted to see your season change.
When winter months
convinced us that
an eternal gray
would be our coffin…
I would still remember
the rainbow highlight of your
dark hair
in the summer sun
and all the moments
your love was
hot sand
that I could rest upon…
But tender petals
in their blossoming
will forever make me cry-
for my hungry heart
is endlessly wishing
to witness you
becoming.

Lauren Hay
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Circles

I am sitting in the hospital where I was born
Waiting for my father to die
This time, when we leave,
He will be swaddled and strapped in
I will climb into the back and hold his hand
The hum of the tires lull him to sleep
As I watch him breathe

There are many rooms in my father’s house
And none of them are mine
But still, when the time comes,
I find myself cleaning them-
I empty out the cupboards and haul the trash
Sweep the floors and fold the sheets

I am a mother now
I must tell my children and hold back my tears
Feign strength while my legs give out
With the awful truth that we come into this life with
love
And when we are lucky,
That is how we leave

Johanna Hatch
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sienna fereshteh
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Abby Goelzer is a grief coach and death doula based in Milwaukee, WI, the traditional and unceded homelands of the Potawatomi,
Ojibwa, Odawa, Fox, Ho-Chunk, Menominee, Sauk, and Oneida people. She sees grief as a holy portal that leads us to our deepest
truths and death as a sacred threshold we all must cross and she seeks to witness and walk with others on their travels towards
both. She loves finding adventure and peace in the forest and on the shores of the Great Lakes with her sweet family of humans
and dogs. IG: @garnet_andthe_moon

Alexander Gonzalez has been writing poetry and prose for over 10 years and is looking forward to publishing a collection of his
work in the near future. IG: @itsonlyghosts

Alkebuluan Merriweather is a Chicago born and raised artist. Their work is centered around archival materials, analog
photography, sound, and mixed media. Their work seeks to centralize their lineage that is connected to The Great Migration,
Jamaica, and the Black Belt. Alkebuluan is the founder behind the Black Matriarch Archive and Homagetoblkmadonnas which is
centered around Black mothers, femmes, and women as a source of the spirit of inquiry and hopefully one-day repatriation.

A. Harper (they/them). "Questions Without Answers," is a series of 4 digital collages that were made as a part of an internal
creative process of alchemizing grief through the questions, "What, Where, How, and Why am I?" IG: @astrodyke

Alex-Caleb (he/they) is a writer, poet and pagan from the north of Ireland. Featuring previously in The Magnus Archives fan-made
tarot deck, his work in this features explorations of identity, grief and fluidity, all of which are important themes for him. You can
find them on twitter @_floraldisaster or on tumblr @floral--disaster.

Alyssa Grace Clarida lives, romps, loves & grieves in the aspen groves & river bends of western Colorado.

Amanda Dameron (she/her) is a daughter, a sister, an aunt, & a friend. Her art is an outlet of expression of her grief with both the
living & dead. IG: @amandadameron

Amelia Kriss (she/her) is a Drama Therapist, Certified Coach, & Birth Story Medicine Practitioner based in Oakland, CA. She is
obsessed with birth as a rite of passage, and supporting birthing parents & families through this profound threshold. Learn more
at birthingforreal.com

Anna Antoniadi (Άννα Αντωνιάδη) was born in Larissa, Greece in 1997 and graduated from Athens school of Fine Arts in 2021,
where she studied printmaking, although the mediums that she mostly uses are painting, illustration and poetry. Her themes
mostly revolve around poisonous flowers, mysticism and female sexuality. Through her work she aims to self-heal, using her art
as a magical tool that transforms the creator. IG: @valeriann.a

Anna Schneider-Bryan (she/they) is a care worker, a tender heart, and a curious truth seeker who is always learning and
unlearning while embracing the waves of the full human experience. She values authentic connection, interdependence and
dismantling systems of harm and oppression-within ourselves and the world. She is also queer femme who is currently living and
working on Occupied Dakota Territory (Minneapolis, Minnesota)as a massage therapist and bodyworker, offering care through her
private practice Liminal Space Healing and with a local hospice. She has been deeply transformed by her own relationship with
loss and grief and hopes to create space for others to be held and witnessed, wherever they find themselves in this messy,
intense, awe filled human experience. IG: @annasbryan, @liminal_space_healing

Annie McCormick (she/they) is a nonbinary artist, poet, and educator living in Fort Worth, Texas. Surrealist dreamscapes,
mystical poetry, and cycles of nature are key influences and sources of inspiration. Through their creative practice Annie hopes
to share honest glimpses of the depths and heights of intimate human experience, inviting others to connect her work with the
light and shadow of their own lives. IG: @gentlenightart

Ariane Custodio (she/they) is a queer Filipinx living on the unceded territories of the Musqueam, Squamish, Tsleil-Waututh,
Tsawwassen, and Kwantlen nations (so-called Richmond, British Columbia). She engages with the world through movement,
poetry, song, play, and unhurried conversation. IG: @ariane.vanessa

Ashe L. (she/her). Part hedge witch and part feral housecat, Ashe is a deathworker and animist whose poetry, musings, short
essays, and other writings form in the underbelly of Being; she finds deep comfort and curiosity in the universal shapeshifting
narrative of the human condition. Her writings exist as a greenhouse for thoughts that push through the soil so they can also push
through to the soul. IG: @henwifehexen.

Ashley Blanton is a visual artist based in Asheville, North Carolina, exploring emotional residue and visceral felt senses. IG:
@faint.as.fog

Becca Ainley (she/her) is a tender footed death care worker based in Connecticut. She is also a multimedia artist and folk
herbalist on a mission to weave together these passions to tend to the ever growing garden of grief. IG: @celestialbranches

Contributors
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Ben Gordon is a massage therapist currently based in Asheville, NC. He can be reached in Instagram at @bgbodywork or via email
at bgordbodywork@gmail.com.

Briseida <brih-say-dah> Pagador (they/she) is a writer based in Portland, OR. They are a self-taught artist exploring themes of
identity, loneliness, and displacement through her work. With a focus on seeking home, her pieces aim to create a sense of
connection and belonging for those who feel lost in the world. IG: @bpagador

Cary Luna Spaeth (she/they) IG: @caryluna1

Dani Austin (they/them) is a queer, disabled Jew who loves a good cup of coffee, excellent questions, and basking in the
(preferably desert) sun. Their ancestral lineages include: Eastern European/New York Jews, Cherokee and Irish farmers. They aim
to use writing and arts-based inquiry as a practice to cultivate our bravest and most beautiful possibilities for love and justice.

Edward Michael Supranowicz is the grandson of Irish and Russian/Ukrainian immigrants. He grew up on a small farm in
Appalachia. He has a grad background in painting and printmaking. Some of his artwork has recently or will soon appear in Fish
Food, Streetlight, Another Chicago Magazine, The Door Is A Jar, The Phoenix, and The Harvard Advocate. Edward is also a
published poet who has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize multiple times. 

Emma  Kirrage (she/her) is an actor, dancer and filmmaker from London. IG: @emmakirrage

Ena Lee is a nonbinary labor organizer born and raised in New York City. Their poetry primarily explores grief and the persistence
of friendship beyond time and place, and the foregrounding of the landscape in catharsis and self-immanence.IG: @ellylazarus.

Erin Jamieson (she/her) holds an MFA in Creative Writing from Miami University. Her writing has been published in over eighty
literary magazines, including a Pushcart Prize nomination. She is the author of a poetry collection (Clothesline, NiftyLit, Feb 2023).
Her latest poetry chapbook, Fairytales, is available from Bottlecap Press. Twitter: @erin_simmer

Hunter Franks (he/him) is a poet, artist, and builder based in the Bay Area. He is passionate about creating communal spaces for
feeling, for belonging, and for falling apart. His practice encompasses community-based public art, happenings, visual work,
writing, nature quests, and installation. 

Janina de la Selva (she/her) is a forest dweller, plant whisperer, gardener, craftswoman, poet & mystic based in the Southern
German mountains. She explores the innate wildness & rhythmical nature of all things through her senses and her hands as she
creates plant medicines & ritual crafts with materials gifted by nature. IG: @wherethewildflowersblossom

Johanna Hatch is a poet writing at the intersection of nature, kinship, and magic. A native of Cape Cod, MA, she now lives in
Wisconsin with her family.

Judea Costes (they/she) Over the pandemic, judea's photography evolved into a form of meditation as they sought artistic
comfort, mindfulness, and groundedness in the midst of the chaos and isolation. in doing so, they found healing and power in
seeing themselves reflected in nature's forms. "grief" is one of the first works to come out of this time and practice. IG:
@broodyjudea 

Kaelan Tranter (she/her). Mutually parting ways from the “Lum of her life” this past December has been the funkiest grief to
navigate in her whole 29 years of chaos she calls life. 42 some days pass since the last time she got to put her arms around him
feeling his body, since she got to wake up beside him hearing him snore, since she got to see him, since she got to watch him paint,
since she got to hear and admire him play guitar, but most of all since she got to smell him. 42 days since a thumb kiss to his third
eye. What had come to surface in the 42 days of grief for her, is not for you to know. But what needs to be known is how alone she
truly was with out him, howling at the moon. No place will feel like home. Lone wolf grieving the friendship, romance, all the rituals
that went along with the normal day to day living as a partnership. Lone wolf crumbling from the pain of love. Lone wolf growing
with out you. IG: @pickled.butts

Kaitlyn Pietras (she/her) is a queer Jewish visual artist and death doula based in Los Angeles. She is the co-founder of PXT Studio
and her design work has been seen on stages and in unexpected places across the country as well as internationally. She has a
deep love for plants and all things Jewish and mystical. @thejewitchdoula

Kristin Lueke (she/her) is a Virgo, chingona, and author of the chapbook (in)different math, published by Dancing Girl Press. Her
work has appeared in HAD, Witch Craft, Anti-Heroin Chic, the Acentos Review, Untoward, Blue River Review, and elsewhere. She
has some degrees from Princeton and the University of Chicago, and one time, she was nominated for a Pushcart for a poem
about revenge. She posts when she feels like it @klooky and writes a newsletter called The Animal Eats. 

Lauren Hay (she/her) has been writing poetry since she was 10 years old. It became a vital art form for her, aiding in self-reflection
and profound healing. She extracts the essence of emotions, expanding them to explore their unique vulnerabilities. Lauren is an
active musician and songwriter, and poetry is an important ingredient for her creative process in that world as well. IG:
@violet_flame_like_god 
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Liz Bajjalieh (pronouns I have yet to figure out) writes poetry exploring the gifts and curses of healing through images representing
the impossibilities of emotion. IG: @dandelionteapoetry 

Mara June (they/them) is an educator, community weaver, writer, death doula, and community herbalist who is excited about plant
magic, story-telling, art making, shapeshifting, and dreaming together. IG: @motherwortandrose

Mary Lynn Futurs (she/her) is a writer and a poet. Most of her recent words have been written drenched in grief -- she shares them
with the knowing that some words that have leapt from her shattered heart could be the pieces another needs to put theirs back
together again. Her words won't always be about grief, but they'll always be about longing & ache, remembering & knowing. IG:
@gathertonourish

Megan Posnikoff (she/her) is a photographer who aims to channel contents of the unconscious and her own personal life experiences
into emotive imagery. While journeying through illness, grief and trauma, she experienced an emergence of creative energy and a
new way to be in relation to it. IG: @m.posnikoff

meghan schardt (she/they) is a clinical herbalist, death doula, and poet living on kalapuya land (also known as eugene, oregon). 
IG: @red_fawkes_apothecary 

Naila Francis (she/her) is a writer, poet, grief guide and death midwife living in Philadelphia, the traditional territory of the Lenni-
Lenape. She holds tender space for those navigating loss and death, and is also the founder of Salt Trails, an interdisciplinary
collective bringing community grief rituals to the public. IG: @thishallowedwilderness & @salttrailsphilly

Nicole Celeste Anderson (she/they/he) is an interdisciplinary artist whose work germinates from the earth of their earliest
developmental ruptures, recurring dreams, and the wellspring of their intuition. Their work investigates the consequences of masking
desire, the corrosive damage created in coercive and cultic environments, and the transformative potency of intimacy. Born into a
homophobic purity cult, credited with coining the phrase “lovebomb”, queer cult survivor and formerly homeless young adult, Nicole
brings this context to their current work, which focuses on cultivating deep capacity for pleasure and spacious connection within the
landscape of cumulative loss. They are currently exploring the eroticism of fruit and blossoms, in surreal, sensual depictions of
lovers, and the fermented nectar and tension in the space between lovers' bodies. To find more of their work visit @nicolecelesteart
on Instagram or visit nicoleceleste.co.uk.

Nik (he/they) is a performer by trade but enjoys writing as a means to heal. He’s excited to blend together these art forms as he
begins production for his first original album that will follow his vocal transition on testosterone. If you’d like to follow along in their
process, you can find them on Instagram @limpwristmister. 

nik wolf is a reincarnation of a slime mold in a love affair with moss. A poet, photographer, ruminator, friend, and admirer of the
forest, they find themselves in cold lakes and cool woods on warm days, with dirty hands and feet. They are most inspired by the
work of adrienne maree brown, bell hooks, and Robin Wall Kimmerer.

Nura Kinge (she/her) is a Black, Latine, and SWANA writer, poet, storyteller, and artist. Her work tends to flow from the intersection
of pain and hope, with Love as its backdrop, and connection as its aim. She frequently traverses and draws language and imagery
from the ancient mixing with the modern, and includes religious/spiritual/pagan elements to bring stories of love, longing, loss,
memory, and ancestry. IG: @nuraladura

Ophira Odem (she/her) is a self taught folk-surrealism artist and poet. Born and raised in Huntsville Alabama. Her passion for the arts
was sparked in early childhood, with her creative pieces being displayed in local art shows as early as age seven.   In present day,
Ophira is inspired by indigenous cultures, feminine power, and both religious and sacrilegious topics. Her pieces use a plethora of
bold colors and heavy symbolism to portray the imaginative scenes that give the public a sample of what the world looks like from
her unique perspective. IG: @ophiraodem

Rachel Zetah Becker (she/her) is an artist, death doula, and student of grief, renewal, and decomposition. She loves a good dance
party and wandering in wild places. IG: @rachelzbecker + @church.of.earth 

René Treece (she/her) strives to create images that stir and satiate her human desire for connection. Through her narrative work, she
searches for the pulse of the collective unconscious. She feeds the mind and eyes in hopes of touching the soul. Her work is serious
play where she searches for a commonality in story, archetype, and emotion. IG: @luxehousephotographic

Rosie Watson is a facilitator living in Bristol, England. She loves to frolic in the woods, dance all night and write poetry. Rosie’s writing
guides her process of alchemising grief and loss into an appreciation for the magic and absurdity of life. IG: @essentialoilhotbox

Rysse Guzman (she/her) is a healer trained in Contemplative Psychotherapy and Buddhist Psychology, writer, and light channel. She
identifies as a Person of Complexity with mixed lineages from Dominican Republic, Africa, Taino, and Europe. A multidimensional
human with a calling to love and collective liberation. 
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Sarah Sellman (she/they). An award-winning independent filmmaker and screenwriter, Sarah uses genre narratives to explore the
ways mythology and folklore can hide, distort and heal personal and intergenerational trauma. IG: @snsellman

Savannah C Green (she/they) is a multidimensional artist currently creating a handcut collage series called PORTALS, an animist
interpretation of the Tarot. These PORTALS are windows between the personal and the universal. With the understanding that we are
all Earthlings here together, sharing life. It is a collection that intends to honor all beings as divine and to bring our spirits closer
together in the constellation of life.

Sienna Fereshteh (they/them) is a queer, Iranian-white writer based in Southern California. Their poetry reconciles queerness,
pleasure, and healing in the presence of sexual, religious, and relational trauma. It begs the questions: what does intimacy look like
after a body has been intimately violated? What does desire feel like in a body that has been historically and systemically excluded
from pleasure? How can traumatized bodies become tender, trusting, healed? IG: @siennafereshteh

Sista Luna (she/her) is a Colorado visual artist currently living in Steamboat Springs. She plays with a variety of mediums in her work,
exploring cycles of death/rebirth and creating space for internal transformation through honoring grief and change for herself and
others. While these themes consistently weave throughout Luna's artwork, their physical expressions can include drawing, painting,
mixed media, sculpture, and interdisciplinary performance. IG: @sista.luna.makes

Stacy Roberts (she/her/hers) is Pecháangayam Payómkawichum, The Pechanga Band of Indians. Her work explores grief through the
lens of domestic violence and sexual assault, and healing through community, nature and ceremony. Mixed media, paper, beads and
acrylic on canvas. “The art piece is influenced by the book “Fire Keeper’s Daughter” by Angeline Boulley. In the story Pansies are used
in ceremony.“

Stefani (most call her Stef) is an existential connoisseur doing tapas, capturing moments in time through the lens of her witness. Be
they words, images, or symbolic ideas, she creates to ignite a beacon of connection, a reminder of our inescapable humanness, and
to suggest that we are all splashing around in the same messy universe together.  IG: @slowmovesmuse

Stephanie Willis (she/her) is a poet in the Atlanta area on unceded Muscogee Creek land, who mostly writes to braid together
expressions of grief with the symbolism of plants and Greek mythology. Her primary mediums include audiobook narration and floral
arrangement, but she is a bit of a shapeshifter and a jack of many trades. Steph dearly loves her three precious cats, having a cuppa
and toast (she’s half British), and adorning herself with many pieces of jewelry at once. She carries her beloved dead with her always,
but holds her youngest sibling—Dani—closest. IG: @perstephonewillis

Tanis Laird (they/them) is a queer, neuro divergent, disabled, life and death worker as well as a parent, artist, activist and educator.
They share magic, divination tools, stories, art and rituals to make the every day a wee bit easier. IG: @artandapothecary Patreon:
patreon.com/artandapothecaryco

Tasha Llewellyn is a poet living in Meanjin (Brisbane), Australia, whose work explores Venusian themes.

Winsor Kinkade (they/them) is a multidisciplinary artist and community mental health social worker residing in unceded Amah
Mutsun land. Their work is within the intersections of art, political resistance, and post-traumatic community restoration healing. 
IG: @winsorkinkade_
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